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Quaternary [NH12].
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Sudiro [Edw16]. suggestion [Sma18]. Sun [Dec11]. sunspots [HCB¹⁰].


tales [SWGM¹⁹]. Tegetmeyer [FS12].

Terrestrial [BMvRS12, Fro10, GT14, Wil15, Aka15]. text [GT14, Mei17]. Theodor [NH12].

theorist [Kra13]. Theory [BMvRS12, GT14, Wil15, Edw16, Sud14].


Tracers [Fro10]. tradition [Pis14].

transition [Edw16, Sud14, ZC18].

transitions [Aka15]. translation [GT14, Mei17]. transtridecadal [HCB¹³].

Traute [HDG¹³]. Trombolt [MS12].

Tromsø [Bur16]. twentieth [GALGGL18, LGGAGL19]. two [ZC18].

Ukraine [EZ13]. ultraviolet [Sch15].

understanding [MP19]. unifying [ZC18].


years [Hae16, ML16].

Zafra [Vaq17]. Zeppelin [RSD+13]. zero [ML16].
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